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It is not known whether there exist oscillatory and capture orbits in the 
planar 3-body problem. Sitnikov [6] proved such orbits exist for the 
restricted 3-body problem. Alekseev [I] extended this work and related it to 
the existence of homoclinic orbits. McGehee and Easton ]3] studied a model 
problem closely related to the planar 3-body problem and proved the 
existence of oscillatory and capture orbits near certain orbits biasymptotic to 
an invariant 3-sphere. 
The goal of this paper is to construct an invariant 3-sphere “at infinity” in 
the planar 3-body problem and to prove that the stable and unstable 
manifolds of this sphere are Lipschitz manifolds. To complete the study of 
oscillatory and capture orbits one must investigate the way in which the 
stable and unstable manifolds of the 3-sphere intersect each other. This is a 
difficult question which is not treated here. However, using methods of 
Melnikov and using one of the masses as a perturbation parameter such an 
investigation might be possible. 
The stable manifold theorem which is proven here is not standard since 
the invariant 3-sphere is not hyperbolic. Geometric methods of McGehee [ 4 ] 
are extended and applied to obtain the theorem. A special case of the system 
of equations that we study has the form 
J, =x: dY)lX, + E,(x, Y)L 
f, = 4 dY>l-x* + E,(x, Y)L (0.1) 
4’ = BY + F(x, Y), 
wherexER2,yES3,g:S3--’ [O, 03). We assume that i, = By generates the 
Hopf flow on S3 and that the functions g, E,, E,, F are smooth with 
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(y, F(x, y)) = 0. We also assume E,(O, y) = E,(O, y) = 0, F(0, y) = 0 and g 
is positive somewhere on each orbit of the Hopf flow. 
We conjecture (under suitable hypotheses on E, , E,, and F) that the flow 
generated by Eqs. (0.1) is topologically conjugate to the flow generated by 
the same equations with E, , E,, F set equal to zero. The conjectured result 
would give a characterization of the phase portrait of the 3-body problem for 
fixed negative energy, nonzero angular momentum, and sufficiently large 
moment of inertia. 
Robinson [5] shows that the stable and unstable manifolds of the invariant 
3sphere are C” manifolds. He also shows that the stable manifolds of the 
periodic orbits in this sphere foliate its stable manifold. This is an important 
improvement of Theorem 3.13 below. Thus each solution which is 
asymptotic to the invariant 3-sphere is also asymptotic to a particular 
periodic orbit in that sphere. This property is needed in proving the existence 
of oscillatory and capture orbits. 
Let rij denote the distance between the ith and the jth masses. A parabolic 
orbit of the 3-body problem with the third body escaping is a solution to the 
problem for which Y,~-+ co, yZ3 + 00, i,,+ 0, and i,, + 0 as t + co. If the 
total energy of the 3-body system is h < 0 then such an orbit is a solution, 
where the third body “escapes” with limiting velocity zero leaving behind a 
binary system having energy h. (Recall that after double collisions have been 
regularized, the set of states at a 2-body problem having energy h forms a 3- 
sphere.) States of the limiting 2-body problem correspond to points on the 3- 
sphere “at infinity” which we will construct. 
If one approximates the trajectory in the plane of mass three by the 
trajectory it would follow if masses one and two were placed at their center 
of mass, then the approximate trajectory is a parabola with focus at the 
center of mass of the 3-body system. This is why orbits of the type we are 
interested in are called parabolic orbits. Capture orbits are orbits for which 
one of the rij’s is unbounded as t + --co and for which all of the riys remain 
bounded as t + + co. 
We proceed by viewing the 3-body problem as a perturbation of two 
decoupled 2-body problems: the first consists of mass three and the center of 
mass of masses one and two; the second consists of masses one and two. 
Jacobi coordinates are convenient to emphasize this point of view. We study 
the set of all parabolic orbits with fixed negative total energy and mass three 
escaping. This set of orbits is shown to form the stable manifold of the 3- 
sphere “at infinity” which we construct. Capture and oscillatory orbits if 
they exist should be found near the parabolic orbits. However, the existence 
of such orbits cannot be seen by viewing the 3-body as two decoupled 2- 
body problems as described above because in this approximation if mass 
three escapes to infinity as t + --oo along a parabolic trajectory then it must 
also escape as f + fco. 
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1. THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION IN SEVERAL COORDINATE SYSTEMS 
In this section we recall the formulation of the 3-body problem in Jacobi 
coordinates and we introduce several changes of coordinates which aid in the 
study of the flow in phase space. 
Three point particles move in the plane R* according to Newton’s laws of 
gravitational motion. Let rk and mk denote the position and the mass of the 
kth particle. We assume that the center of mass of the system is located at 
the origin of R*. Thus C:=, mkrk = 0. Jacobi coordinates are defined in the 
standard way by setting M=m,+m,+m,, p=m,+m,, q=r2-r,, 
Q =Mp-‘r3 (see Fig. 1). 
Newton’s equations of motion are 
i,= i mj(rj- rk) rj;k3, 
j=l,j#k 
where rjk = 1 rj - rk I. In Jacobi coordinates these equations are 
o= k;‘P, P=-Mk,IQ/-3Q-R(Q,sX 
cj= k;‘p, Ej=-Mql-3q-G(Q,d, 
(1.1) 
where k, = m,pM-‘, k, = m,m,p-‘, and where 
R(Q, 4) = -Mk, W3Q+ m,m3r,3(Q+m,~u1q)+m2m3r,3(Q-m,~-’q), 
G(Q, 4 = -ml m,m,K’lr;:(Q + m2pu1q) + r;:(Q - m,p-‘s)], 
r 13=lQ+w-‘41, r23=lQ-m1KLql. 
FIGURE 1 
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Equations (1.1) constitute a Hamiltonian system of differential equations 
with Hamiltonian H = H, + H, + H,, where 
H, = (2k,)-’ lPl* -Mk, IQl-‘, 
H,= (2k,)-* IPI2 -&, /ql-1, 
H, = m,m,(lQl-’ -r,‘> + m,m,()Ql-’ -G’). 
The function H is constant on solutions of (1.1) and it specifies the total 
energy of the system. Notice that if terms R(Q, q) and G(Q, q) were set equal 
to zero in Eqs. (1.1) then these equations would describe two decoupled 
central force problems. We seek a description of the local flow generated by 
solutions of (1.1) in a part of phase space where the terms R(Q, q) and 
G(Q, q) are “small.” 
The function 
p(Qv P, 4. P) = Q,P2 - QzP, + q1 PZ - q2 PI 
specifies the total angular momentum of the system; Y is constant on 
solutions of (1.1). Define the constant angular momentum manifold 
L(o) = {(Q, P, q, P>: WQ, P, 9, P> = ~1. 
Define M(o, e) = L(o) n {H(Q, P, q, p) = e}. For descriptions of the 
topology of L(w) and M(w, e) see [2] or [7]. M(w, e) is an integral manifold 
for the system of differential equations (1.1). These equations determine a 
vector field on M(o, e). 
The choice of coordinates on L(w) is motivated by the desire to study 
solutions of (1.1) for large Q. Consider first the central force problem Q = P, 
p = - (Q] -‘Q. Introduce new coordinates s E S’ and (x, y, z) E R3 by the 
substitution of Q = x-‘s and P =ys + x2&. (We treat s as a complex 
variable.) Notice that x = ] Q ] - “* so I Q] = co corresponds to x = 0, y 
specifies the radial velocity of the particle, and z specifies its angular 
momentum. The new equations of motion are 
S = x4zis, i =I - yy, j, zz -x4 + ,y6z2, 2 = 0. 
Notice that these equations are defined for x = 0 (1 Ql = co). The total energy 
of the particle is f lPlz - IQl- ’ in the old coordinates and f(y’ + x”z’) - x2 
in the new coordinates. Thus the phase portrait in the x, y plane for each 
fixed z is easily analysed. We use essentially this transformation to introduce 
coordinates on L(w). We treat Q, P, q, p as complex variables in what 
follows. The variable z is not present in the transformation. It is replaced by 
w - c, where c is the angular momentum associated with the q,p variables. 
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1.2. Define y,: S’X(O,~~)XR’XCXC+L(~) by ry,(s,x,y,q,p)= 
(Q, P, 4, P>, where Q = axas, p=pys+a-‘x-“(Co-c)is, with 
c = - fi(qj- cfp). The letters a, ,LI, a stand for real constants which will be 
chosen to make the system of Eqs. (1.1) nice in the new coordinates. The 
choice a = -2 is effective for our purpose since our aim is to study the phase 
portrait of solutions to (1.1) for 1 Q 1 large. Thus 1 Q / = co corresponds to 
x=0; y, is a dlBomorphism onto L(o)- {lQ/=Oj. 
In our computations we need to express the cross product (z) x (w) and 
the inner product (z, w) of vectors z and w in R2 when z and w are treated 
as complex variables. We have 
(z) x (w) = - ii(zW - .Fw) and (z, w) = +(zG + Zw). 
Now we do the computations to obtain the equations in the new coor- 
dinates which correspond to Eqs. (1.1). Since 
Q=axaS+aax”-’ is=k;‘P=k;‘(JIys+a-‘x-“(o-c)is), 
it follows that 
S = k;‘a-2x-2a(u - c)is, i= k;‘a-‘/lap’x’pay. 
From (l.l>, and the definition of WI 3 li=pjs +pyi - 
a -‘ax-a-‘x(co - c)is - a-‘x-‘cis + ap’xpa(cO - c)iS and also j= 
-Mka-*~-‘~s - R(ax’s, q). Consider {s, is} as forming an orthogonal basis 
for R2. Equating the components of the two expressions for P in the s 
direction gives 
j, = k;lp-1a-3X-3a (co-c)2-~-‘(R,,s)-Mk,~-‘a-2x-2a, 
where 
R, =R(c&s,q)=R 0 v,. 
Now choose a = 2’J3M.“3, p = 22/3M’J3kt/3, a = -2. The new equations of 
motion are 
S = k,x4(o - c)is, 
(la3) 
where 
E, = k;‘p-‘a -‘x6@-c)~-~-‘(R~,s), G, = G 0 y,. 
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Remark. If the term E, is a set equal to zero in Eqs. (1.3) then the 
equations for x and y decouple from the rest of the equations. The phase 
portrait for (5) = ( I:?) is pictured in Fig. 2. 
The following coordinate change “decouples” Eqs. (1.3) into an equation 
for s and equations for the rest of the variables which do not depend on s. 
1.4. Define ~J~:S’XR+XR’XCXC+S’XR’XR’XCXC by 
y2(s, x, y, z, w) = (s, x, y, q, p), where q = zs, p = k,(,K’ws + zi). 
Strictly, this coordinate change only makes sense if we first compute s’ in 
terms of z and w. Thus we need to compute c = (q) x (p) in terms of z and 
W, 
c = k,(zs) x (p - ’ ws + zs’) = p -‘k,(zs) x (ws) + k,(zs) x (zs’), 
c =p-‘kZ(z) x (w) + k2(s) x (S), 
(s) x (s’) = k,x4(W - c)(s) x (is) = -k,x4(W - c). 
Therefore, c = (1 - k, k,x4)-‘kZ@‘(z) x (w) - k,x4co). Next we compute the 
system of Eqs. (1.3) in the new coordinates. We have 4 = is + zs’ = k;‘p = 
,~‘ws+zs’; therefore, i=,~‘w. Also k;‘d=lu-‘~s+~--‘wS+iS+zS’= 
-p JzIp3zs - k;‘G,, where G, = G, 0 w2. Multiply this equation by S to 
obtain the equation, ,~-‘rit + p- ’ wiS+ iSS= -p 1zlp3z - k;‘G,F. We have 
SS= k,x4(u - c)i and, since sS= 1, we also have SS + si= 0. Hence, 
Y 
FIGURE 2 
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lk-p21zl-3z+F*, where F, = -2k3x4(o - c)iw + k:x’(co -c)’ - 
.uk; ‘G,f. The equations of motion now are 
S = k,x4(u - c)is, 
where E, = E, 0 w2. The terms E, and F, are independent of s. We 
have R,=R, 0 y2, E, = k;‘p-‘a -“x”(w - c)‘+-‘(R,, s), 
(R2, s) = Mk,p”-‘ae2x4 
X (--p + m,o;: + rn20;: + m,m,p”‘a-‘x2(a;~ - a;:)), 
c7 ,3 = (I + m2p-1ap’x2zI, uZ3 = (1 -m,p’a-‘x’z(, 
F, = -2k3x4(o - c) iw + k;x*(co - c)’ - ,uk;‘G,s; 
G,S= -m,m2m3pu-‘a-2x4[u~3 + 0,’ -,K’a-rx2(m,u;33 + m,u;33)z]. 
Notice that Eqs. (1.5) determine a real analytic vector field on 
IO, 00) X R’ X C X C - A, where A = ((x, y, z, w): z = 0) U 
((x, y, z, w): u,3 = 0 or uZ3 = 0). 
The following two coordinate changes “regularize” the singularity z = 0 in 
Eqs. (1.5) which corresponds to binary collision between particles one and 
two. 
1.6. Define ~3:S1~[0,~)~R’~(C-O)~C4’~[0,~)~R~ 
(C - 0) x C by v3(s, x, Y, t, v) = (s, x, Y, 2, w), where 
Then y, is a two fold covering map and is a transformation of the type 
introduced by Levi-Civita. In terms of the new variables Eqs. (1.5) transform 
to the equations, 
i = k,x4(w - c) is, 
(; )= (-;yE,,? (1.7) 
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where K = 4y&.$ E, = E, o ty3, F, = F, 0 y3, and .q = 2y2(&jF3 + &F3 + 
2<@?F,). Next rescale time in Eqs. (1.7) or, equivalently, multiply the vector 
field determined by these equations by the scalar function K to obtain 
s’ = k, Kx4(w - c) is. 
(1.8) 
Equations (1.8) determine a real analytic vector field on 
S’X[O,co)xR’XCXC.SinceK=K(r,rl)~O,andK=Oifandonlyif 
(f+ q-f= 0; Eqs. (1.7) and (1.8) have the same phase portraits on 
S’ x (0, co) x R’ x (C - 0) x C. Solutions of (1.8) extend solutions of (1.7) 
through the collision singularity K = 0 which corresponds to z = 0 in the I+V~ 
coordinates. 
1.9. Define y4:S1X[0,~)XR’XCXC+S’X[0,m)XCXC by 
v4(s, x, Y, u, 0) = (s, x, Y, t, ~1, where 
r = +(I4 + q, r] = - ji(u - 27). 
Then w4 is a linear diffeomorphism and in the new coordinates Eqs. (1.8) 
transform to the equations 
s’ = k, Kx4(w - c)is, (1.10) 
(Z ) =Kx3 i_xlE4)> 
(; )=-i( tf j+$j; 
(1.11) 
where 
E4 =X-3(J53 o Iu4), F, =.q 0 y4, 
K =p[{(uti + uV)“~(U + C)(zi + v)], 
c=~k2(l-k,k3x4)~1{~[~(u~)+(u~)j-”2(u+~)(u-~)-~--k3x4w}. 
Through all the preceding changes of coordinates the function H = 
H, + H, + H, is constant on solutions of the resulting systems of equations. 
This follows from the general fact that if: X is a vector field on a manifold 
M, H is a scalar function constant on integral curves of X, f: N -+ A4 is a 
505!SZjL9 
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local diffeomorphism, and Y is a vector field on M such that d’(Y) = X, then 
H 0 f is a constant on integral curves of Y. Thus a further step in our 
preparation for the analysis of the phase portrait of (1.11) is to compute H, , 
H,, H, in terms of the coordinates (s, x,y, U, a). We obtain 
H, = $k;‘/12y2 + $k;‘a-*x4(w - c)’ - Mk,a-‘x2, 
H, = k,(uzI + vV) + f,u’k, k:(u + v)(u + v) x”(w - c)‘, 
H,=m,m2a~‘x2(1 -o;j’)+m2m,a-‘x2(1 -o;‘), 
u r3=j1 +fm,a-‘x2(u+~)21, 
a 23 = I 1 - +m, a-‘x’(u + V)‘I. 
Notice that H, , H,, H, do not depend on s. 
Equations (1.11) define a vector field on (0, a)) x R ’ x C x C - A, where 
A = ((x, y, u, v): u13 = 0 or cr23 = 0). The set Z=((x,y,u,v):x=O) is an 
invariant set which “represents” 1 Q I= 00. One computes that 
E,(O, y, a, v) = 0 = F4(0, y, U, v). Thus the flow on I is determined by the 
equations x = 0, j = 0, ti = -iu, ti = -iv. 
1.12. Define I(e)=IfT{H,+H,+H,=e}. Then Z(e)={(x,y,u,v): 
x = 0, uzi + vV= (jk;‘k2p2y2 - k,e)-‘}. Clearly Z(e) is diffeomorphic to 
R’ x S’, and the flow on Z(e) is the Cartesian product of the “constant” flow 
on R’ with the Hopf flow on S’. One easily checks that a solution to 
Eqs. (1.11) is asymptotic to Z(0) if and only if the corresponding solution in 
Jacobi coordinates is a parabolic orbit with mass three escaping (i.e., 
iQl-+ co and g-0 as t+ co). 
1.13. Define m(w, e) = ((x, y, U, v): H, + H, + H, = e). Clearly m(w, e) 
is an integral manifold for Eqs. (1.11). Also define m(o, e, 6) = m(o, e) n 
(0 <x < S}; m(w, e, 6) is a neighborhood of Z(e) in m(o, e). Our goal is to 
analyse the phase portrait of Eqs. (1.11) on m(w, e, 6) for sufficiently small 
6. This phase portrait is identified via the previous coordinate transfor- 
mations with the phase portrait of the 3-body problem near IQ1 = co in the 
original coordinates. First we want to describe the topology of m(w, e, 8). 
1.14. PROPOSITION. Zf (x, y, u, v) E m(w, e, 6), then fk,(k; ‘p’y’ - e)-’ 
< UU + VV < -2k, e- ’ provided 6 is sufficiently small. 
ProoJ: From the energy relation H, + H, + H, = e we obtain uti + VV = 
k,(H, + H, + H, -e)-‘, where H, = ip2k,k: IU + u[~x~(w - c)‘. Note that 
H, > 0, H, > 0, and H, > -Mk,a-‘x2. Choose 6 so that -Mk,a-’ d2 - 
e > e/2. Then uzi + vfi < -2k,e-’ whenever (x, y, U, v) E m(o, e, 8). Also for 
6 sufficiently small, H, + H, + H, - e < i(k; ‘#?‘y’ - e). Hence, UU + vz7 > 
~k2(k;‘j?*y2 -e)-‘. 
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1.15. PROPOSITION. m(o, e, 6) is d@omorphic to [ 0,6] x R ’ x S3 for 6 
sufficiently small. 
Proof. Define f: [0, co) x R x S3 --) R implicitly by the equation 
G(x, y, z, w, f) = 0, where G(x, y, z, w, f) = f * - k(H, + H, + H, - e)-’ 
and H, , H,, H, are treated as functions of (x, y, fz, fw). For 6 sufficiently 
small one can check that whenever G = 0 and x < 6 that a/Q?3 > 0. It then 
follows that the transformation ~1~ : [0,6] X R’ X S3 + m(w, e, 8) defined by 
~~(x, y, (z, w)) = (x, y, (u, u)), where (u, u) = f(x, y, z, w)(z, w) is the desired 
diffeomorphism. 
For analysis of the phase portrait of Eqs. (1.11) on the set m(w, e, 6) it is 
important to have estimates on the size of the functions E, and F, and their 
partial derivatives. 
1.16. PROPOSITION. E, = x3g4,, where c!?~(x, u, u) is smooth function of 
the variables x, u, v such that g4(0, u, v) ZG 0 and 3/~3x&Y~((o, u, v) = 0. Also 
F, = x~~F~,, where .F4(x, u, v) is a smooth function of the variables x, u, v 
with 3/&T4(0, u, v) z 0. 
ProoJ By computation E, = x3g4, where 
K4 = k;‘p-$y3 (w-c)’ - mk,p-‘p-‘a2x-2[-p + rn,a;: + m,a, 
+ m, m2p-‘a~~‘x2(o;33 -o,“)]. 
When x = 0, c,3 = u2) = 1, and hence, c%‘~ = 0. Also alax (J,~ = 3/3x0,, = 0 
when x = 0. It follows that alaxE”, = 0 when x = 0. 
Now consider F, =& 0 v4, where .& = 2y*(&jF, + &F3 + 2<<*F,). By 
computation 
@, = x4[-2k,puy-‘(w - c) ir] + x4ki(W - c)‘< 
+ k;‘m,m,m3a~2(a~33 + a;33 - 2x2a-‘&2(m20;33 + m,u,“))]. 
Thus xm4@, is a smooth function of (x, u, v). Also L?/~x(x-~@‘,) = 0 when 
x = 0. It follows that xe4,q shares these properties since v4 is a linear 
transformation which does not change the x variable and <F4 = x-4LF3 o v4. 
It follows that <5(x, u, u) is a smooth function of the variables (x, u, v) with 
LJ/&5(0, U, u) = 0. Equations (1.11) can now be rewritten in the form 
(1.17) 
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Recall that a diffeomorphisrn I,V~ : (0, Sl x R’ X S’ + m(w, e, 6) was 
defined (for sufficiently small S) in the proof of Proposition 1.15. Equations 
(1.17) define a vector field on m(w, e, S) which pulls back via dty;’ to a 
vector field on [O, 61 x RI x S3. This vector field is specified by the 
equations 
(1.18) 
where E,(x, z, w) = & o ws and F, = F4 0 v5 - (<F4 0 vs, (z, w))(z, w). Thus 
F, is the component of F4 o I,U~ tangent to S3. We have E,(O, z, w) = 0, 
3/axE,(O, z, w) = 0, a/axF,(O, z, w) = 0. 
A final change of variables puts Eqs. (1.18) into a form which will be 
convenient for the analysis performed in Section 2. Let x, +x2 =x, 
(x, - x2) = y, y, = Re(z), y2 = Im(z), y, = Re(w), y, = Im(w). Let 
x = (xi, x2) and y = ( yi , y, , y, , y4). Then Eqs. (1.18) can be rewritten in the 
form 
i = K(y)@, + xJ3 [Ax + E(x, Y)], 
jl = By + (x, + x,)~F(x, y), 
(1.19) 
whereA=(i !,),B=(i ,“),andJ=(y, A). 
2. A MODEL VECTOR FIELD AND ITS PERTURBATIONS 
Notation. Let N={(x,y)~RZ~S3:x,+x,>0}. Let A=(: ?,), 
J= (“, A), and B= (< j). 
The model vector field X on N is the vector field determined by the 
equations 
i = f(x) g(y) Ax, $=BY, (2.1) 
where f: R * + [0, 00) and g: S3 -+ [0, co) are smooth functions; f and g are 
required to satisfy the following conditions: f(x) = 0 if and only if 
x, + x2 < 0, and { y: g(y) = 0) c Z, where C c S3 is a surface of section for 
the vector field j = By. 
In this section the goal is to analyse the phase portrait of a perturbation 2 
of the model vector field where 2 is the vector field on N determined by the 
equations 
i = f(x) g(y)[Ax + E(x, Y>], 9 = By + F(x, y). (2.2) 
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We assume that E: N -+ R2 and F: N + R4 are smooth functions (with 
(Y,F(x,Y))=o f or each y E S’). Further “smallness” conditions on E and 
F will be imposed later. We identify the tangent bundle TN of N with 
{((x, JJ), (u, v) E N X (R* X R4): (y, v) = 0). We assume that X and 2 
generate flows 4 and $, respectively, on N; 4 and ilift to flows @ and 6 on 
the tangent bundle of N. The flows Q, and 6 are generated by vector fields Y 
and f on TN; Y and p are obtained by “linearizing” the systems of 
Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2). In particular B is determined by the system of equations 
1 =f(x> g(y)IAx + E(x, ~11, j = By + qx, Y), (2.3) 
fgE, g(C + q f(D + q 
,,,,.)[:i+( 0 0 )(:I’ 
where 
E,(i, j) = a/ax, Ei, E,(h j) = a/aYjEi 3 
F,(i, j) = i?/~?x,~F~, F,(i, j) = a/ayi Fi, 
cii= (-i)i+'~~a/ax,f, C”,!=E, ajaxif, 
~~=(-qi+!~~a/a~~g, d, = E, alay,ig. 
2.4. DEFINITIONS. B(6) = ((x, y) E N: 0 < x, + x2 < 6}, S(S) = B(6) n 
((x~~)EN:Ix,I~~lx,ll. 
We want to describe the phase portrait of solutions to Eqs. (2.2) in B(6) 
for 6 sufficiently small. Equations (2.2) are a perturbation of Eqs. (2.1) 
provided E and F are “small.” One anticipates that these equations have 
similar phase portraits. Let p: N + R* be the projection p(x, y) = x. Then 
orbits of (2.1) project down onto solutions of the equation II =f(x)Ax 
which is pictured in Fig. 3. 
FIGURE 3 
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2.6. DEFINITIONS. Let I = ((x, y) E B(S): x, + x2 = 0). Let I@) = 
((x,y)EI:x,=p}. For eachpER’, I@) is homeomorphic to the 3sphere, 
and I is homeomorphic to R ’ X S’. 
2.7. PROPOSITION. I is the maximal invariant subset of B(6) with 
respect to the flow 6 on N generated by solutions to Eqs. (2.2) provided 
that E is “suflciently small” (if 1 E, 1 ( 0.01 Ix, + x2 1, and if 
IE,J < (0.01) Jx, +x2/ whenever Ix, +x2( < 8). 
Proof: Observe that orbits of Eqs. (2.2) nearly project onto orbits of the 
equation i =f(x)Ax. Rough features of this equation are shared by the 
system (2.2). Define 
R,= {(x, Y):$, <x2 G 3x,}n {x, +x2 8% 
R, = {(x, Y>: x, > 0, x2 < ;x, i n B(d), 
Thus B(6) = R , U R, U R, . Regions ri = p(Ri) for i = 1,2, 3, are pictured in 
Fig. 3. Let (x(t), y(t)) be a solution of (2.2). We will show that if 
(x(O), y(0)) E R, and x(0) # 0 then (x(t), y(t)) & R, for some t > 0. Choose 
6 > 0 so small that for (x, y) E B(6), and for j = 1,2, 
IEj(X, Y)I < (0.01) 1x1 + ~2 1. 
If (x, y) E R, then x, + x2 < 4x, and hence, IE,(x, y)J < (0.01)(x, + x2) < 
0.04x,. Consequently, ii-, = f(x) g( y>[x, + E,(x, y)] > f(x) g(y)(O.96) x1 > 0 
whenever (x, y) E R 1. If (x(t), y(t)) E R, for all t > 0 then i,(t) + 0 as 
t + ~4. However, there exists a positive constant c, such that f(x) > c, on 
R, n (x, > x,(0)1. Also since ( g(y) = 0} is contained in a surface of section, 
there exists a positive constant c2 and a sequence of times ti + co such that 
g( y(t,)) > c2. Therefore i,(ti) > c, ~~(0.96) x,(O) showing that i,(t) does not 
approach zero as l+ co. A similar argument using the x2 coordinate shows 
that (x(t), y(t)) & R, for some t < 0. Hence all solutions cross R, . 
In R,UR, we have Ix,-x,I>~Ix,+x,I, with x,-xx,<0 on R, and 
x,-xx,>0 on R,. From (2.2) we have i, + i2 =f(x) g( y)[ (x, - x2) + 
E,(x, Y) - E2(4 y)]. Thus on R,, 
i, + 4 <ff(x)g(y)[-l/2 Ix, + x21+ E,(x, Y> - E2h ~11 
< -f(x) g(Y)w% Ix, + x2 I. 
It follows that if (x(t), y(t)) is a solution to (2.2) with ‘(x(O), y(0)) E R, then 
either x,(t) + x2(t) + 0 as t -+ co or the solution enters R, at some positive 
time. In backward time the solution leaves R, provided that 
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x,(O) + x2(O) # 0. A similar analysis holds for R,. It follows that all orbits 
entirely contained in B(6) are contained in I. This completes the proof. 
2.8. DEFINITION. WYp) = {(x, Y) E B(6): &(x, Y), t) + 0)) as t -+ m }; 
IV@) = ((x, y) E B(6): T((x, y), t) + I@) as t + -co}. The sets IV@) and 
W’(p) are called the local stable manifold and the local unstable manifold of 
I@), respectively. 
Remark. From the proof of the preceding theorem it follows that 
WS@)cRZ and W”@)cR,. Thus IV’@)=0 if p>O and W’(p)=0 if 
p < 0. It will be shown in Section 3 that W(0) and W’(0) are Lipschitz 
manifolds. 
2.10. DEFINITION. 
S(6) = {- fx, 5g x2 < +x, } n B(6), 
S”(6) = (x* = +x, ) f-3 S(6), 
s*(s) = (x2 = - ix, ) f-l S(6), 
S’(6) = {x, + x* = 6) f-l S(6). 
2.11. LEMMA. For 6 sufjciently small each point of (S’(8) U Sb(6)) CT 
{x, > 0) is a point of strict ingress into S(6) and each point SC(S) is a point 
of strict egress from S(6), with respect to the flow generated by solutions of 
(2.2). Furthermore V(O) c S(6). 
Proof: Suppose that (x(t), y(t)) is a solution of (2.2) with 
(x(O), y(0)) E S”(6). Then +x,(O) -x,(O) = 0 and $,(O) -1,(O) = 
;(yj) ~(~~Wl(o) + f~,(~(Oh Y(O)) - E2(-W7 J@NI. On AY(L5). 
. Choose 6 as m Proposition 2.7 so that x, + x, < 6 implies 
that *~~,[x,‘y)i < 0.01(x, + x2) and jE,(x, y)l < (0.01)(x, + x2). Then 
x, +x* ,< ix, when (x, y) E S”(6) and hence, ii,(O) -a,(O) > 
f(x(0)) g(y(O))[O.96] x,(O). It follows that (x(O), y(0)) is a strict ingress 
point provided x,(O) > 0. (Since {(x, y): g(y) = 0) is contained in a surface 
of section, (x(O), y(0)) is a strict ingress point even when g(y(0)) = 0.) 
Similar computations establish the assertions about points of Sb(8) and 
S’(S). 
From the proof of Proposition 2.7 we know that each solution starting in 
R, leaves R, across the set (x, + x, = S}. Since S(6) c R, and points of 
S’(S)U S*(s) are ingress points, each solution starting in S(6) must leave 
S(6) in forward time across S’(S). In backward time each solution in S(6) 
must approach Z(0). It remains to show that IV(O) c S(6). A computation 
shows that i2 > 0 in R, - S(6). Hence, w”(0) c S(6). 
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3. CONE CONDITIONS AND AN UNSTABLE MANIFOLD THEOREM 
The purpose of this section is to establish that IV(O) is a manifold. 
Standard stable manifold theorems cannot be applied to yield the result 
because the usual hyperbolicity conditions are not satisfied near I(0). 
Nevertheless, geometric conditions (which we call “cone conditions”) 
associated with hyperbolicity can be established and our proof is based on 
utilizing these conditions. Notation in this section is the same as in the 
previous section. 
Recall that the vector field whose orbit structure we are studying is given 
by Eqs. (2.2). A parameter E > 0 can be introduced into these equations via 
the substitution EX = x. If the new variable X is replaced by x the following 
equations result: 
i=f(cx)g(y)[Ax + E-‘E(Ex, y)], 
p = By + q&x, Y). 
(3.1) 
We shall assume 
3.2. HYPOTHESIS. (a) f, g, E, F are C4 smooth functions; 
(b) I = &3f(x)for each E > 0; 
(c) for each y E S3g(y) = 1:” g(e”y) dt > 0; 
(d) E(x, y, E) z E-*E(&x, y) and F(x, y, E) = ep4F(cx, y) are smooth 
bounded functions with bounded first partial derivatives with respect to the x 
and y variables on S(S) X (0, 11. 
Thus if Hypothesis 3.2 is satisfied Eqs. (3.1) can be written 
i= ~~f(x)g(y)Ax+ c4E(x,y,c). 
j=By + c4F(x,y,Q 
(3.3) 
3.4. Remark. Hypothesis 3.2 holds for Eqs. (1.19). 
3.5. DEFINITIONS. Let @(x, y, E, t) denote the flow on N generated by 
solutions of Eqs. (3.3). Recall that N = ((x, y) E R* X S3: X, + x2 > O}. 
Define ~(x, y, e) = @(x, y, e, 271). Also define A: N + N by A(x, y, E) = 
(x + a-(x) 2(Y) Ax, Y). 
3.6. PROPOSITION. There exists a smooth function K(x, y, e) defined on 
B(6) x (0, 1 ] whose first partial derivatives with respect to the x and y 
variables are bounded on B(6) x (0, 1 ] such that ~(x, y, E) =-4(x, y, E) + 
E~K(x, Y, ~1. 
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Proof, If ~(x, y, t, E) denotes the flow generated by the system of 
equations 
1 = F3f(X) g(y) Ax, i=By, (3.7) 
then /i(x, y, E) = ~(x, y, 27r, E). 
We need to compare the time 27c map associated with the flows @ and w. 
Let t+?(x, y, t, E) denote the flow generated by the system of equations 
i = E y”(x) g(y) Ax, .G=By, (3.8) 
and let x(x, y, E) = @(x, y, E, 27~). By a nonlinear generalization of the 
variation of parameters formula (sometimes called Alekseev’s formula) we 
have vl(x, Y, &, 2n) = A(x, Y, E) + E4K,(X, y, E), where K,(& Y, 6) = 
!-I? Ww(x, YY Sk a-(@(x,y,s),E) E(O(X*Y,S),E)) ds; D$(x, y, t) denotes the differential of the 
transformation IJ(., t): (x, y) --f y?(x, y, t); K, has the properties required of K 
in the conclusion of the proposition. Thus it is sufficient to show that 
x(x, y, E) =/i(x, y, E) + c4K,(x, y, F), where K, also has the properties 
required of K. 
Oberve that A(x, y, E) = (es’r(r.Y~E’a~, e21rRy), where r(x, y, E) = 
7,(x, Y, E) + 7&, Y, E), where 7,(x, Y, E) =f(x)g(y) and 72(x, Y, E) = 
.r’i? If(W)) -f(x)1 g(e’“.v> dt P(t) is the solution to 1= e3f(x) g(e’“y) Ax 
with 1(0)=x.) Therefore, x(x,y,s)=/I(x,y,e) + (etY’~‘)ncY’~‘r [eC’T”\“‘E’ ’ -Z]x). 
Hence il(x, y, E) = /i(x, y, E) f c3t2(x, y, E) Ax + F(.s’). Let L be a Lipschitz 
constant for f on the compact region 
R = (y(t): 0 < t < 27r, y(O) = x E B(6), F E (0, 11, and 
j(t) = e.tf(~(t) g(e’“y) Ay(t) for t E (0, 27rJ and y E S3 }. 
Letgmax=max(g(y):yES-‘}. Then 
I 52(x, Y, &)I < Lg max .f * I y(t) - xl dt < Lg max 15” I li(rl(t))l dt, 
where for each t, r(t) is between x and y(t). Let f max = maximum of 
f on R. Let x max = maximum of x on R. Then Irz(x, y, &)I < 
Lg max si” c’(f max)( g max) IA I (x max) dt. Therefore 17*(x, y, &)I < cc3, 
where c is a constant independent of E. Hence, em3r2(x, y, E) is a bounded 
functions on B(6) x (0, 1) with bounded partial derivatives with respect to x 
and y. Let K2(x, y, E) = s-6eE3f(X)g(y)A [eE3T2(X*Y*E)A - I]x. Then K,(x, y, E) is 
bounded with bounded partial derivatives with respect to the x and y 
variables on B(6) x (0, 1). This completes the proof. 
3.9. DEFINITIONS. The tangent bundle of R* X S’ will be identified with 
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{(x,y,u,v)ER2XS3XR2XR4:(y,u)=O}. Ateachpoint(x,y)ER’XS’ 
define a “vertical” cone VC(x,y)=((u,~)ER’xR”:uf~u:+lv/~, 
(y,u)=O). Al so d t- e me a “horizontal” cone HC(x, y) = ((u, v) E R ’ X R’: 
u:<u:+IuJ2, (y,u)=O}. 
3.10. PROPOSITION. Let (x, y) E S(6) and let (u, v) E VC(x, y). Let 
(zi, 5) = dA(u, v). Then 0 < 1 ii, 1 < [ 1 - $s’aj(x) g(y)] u2 provided that E and 
6 are sufficiently small. Thus vertical cones are compressed in the U? 
direction. 
Proof: 
! 
1 +E3(“+P,) &‘P2 c3e 
d/i = E3P3 1 -&3(a+/?4) E3f 
0 0 14 i 
, 
where I, denotes the 4 X 4 identity matrix; 
a = mY)ftx), 
P, = Q3Y> Xl W,.m)~ 
P2 = W(Y) Xl wa-tx>~ 
P3 = a Y> x2 a/ax, f(x), 
P4 = US x2 ww-(x)~ 
e = ax, f(x) grad HY), 
f = ux2f(x) grad g(y), 
grad KY> = (&‘a~, ~(YL Wyy, t?(y)>. 
Note that 6-l lel+O and 6-l Jfl+O as 6-O. We compute U2= 
11 - &‘(a + p,)] U, + E~P,u, + s3fv. Assume without loss of generality that 
u2 > 0. Then for E suffkiently small 0 < ziz. By hypothesis u2 > 1 u,) and 
u2 >, Iu(. Thus 
On W), Ix21 <xl. Hence p, - p3 > 0. Also a - IfI = uf[ g - lx2 1 /grad g/l. 
By choosing 6 sufficiently small we ensure that Ix2 I /grad 21 < $?. Hence 
0 < I&1 < [ 1 - fE3(d-(x)g(Y)] u2. 
3.11. PROPOSITION. d/i preserves horizontal cones. 
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Proof: By computation we obtain ~7: - Ui - ]V]’ = U: - U: - ]u]* + 
2E3 [(a + P,) 4 + (a +P4) 4 + cB2 -PA ulu2 + u,(eu) - u2W)l + 
E~Q(u, u,P,,&>P2,PJr h w ere Q is a polynomial with each term having the 
form z4:9&eu)“3(fu) k4 ks k6 kl kaakq, where 0 < k,i < 2 and C,y=, kj < 4. We PI P2 Pj P4 
must show that ti:-~i-]v]~>O. By hypothesis u~-u~-]u(~~O. Using 
the fact that d/i is linear it is suffkient to prove that 6: < Ui + ] z, I2 provided 
that u: = uf + (zI(’ = 1. By choosing 6 and E sufficiently small the terms 
2c3[u,(eu) - q(fu)] and a6Q can be made less than =s3u/10. Let y(u,)= 
(a+P,)u:+(a+P4)+dB2-pl)u,. Then Y’(u,> = (a + PJP,) + 6 -PI) 
and we have y(ur) > a + /?a provided that pz -p, > 0. Recall that 
/3, -/I, = ag(y) x1 [a/ax,-/(x) - a/ax,f(x)]. By hypothesis a/ax,f(x) - 
a/&2S(x) > 0. Therefore zi: - U: - ]u12 > (0.8)a > 0. This completes the 
proof. 
Having verified the cone conditions, the next step is to prove an invariant 
manifold theorem. 
3.12. HYPOTHESIS. Let F: S(6) x (0, 1 ] + N be a transformation of the 
form F((x, y), E) = A(x, y, E) + c4J2(x, y, F), where 0 is a C4 function. Let 
W(E) = ((x, y) E S(6): F”(x, y, F) E S(6) Vn > 0). 
3.13. THEOREM. There exists a Lipschitz function q: [0,6] x Sj + R’ 
such that W’(E) = ((x,, q(x,, y), y): X,E [0,6],y~S~)prouidedthat6and 
c are sufficiently small. 
Proof: dF = dA + E4d0, where dJ2 is a matrix whose entries are bounded 
as E + 0. Hence, for E suffkiently small dF shares with d,4 the properties of 
preserving horizontal cones and compressing vertical cones. Consequently, if 
(x3 Y) E SC@, (u, u) E wx, Y), and (ti, 5) = dFp ‘(u, u) then (~7, V) E 
WFp’(x, Y>> and I~2/ > 14. 
Let y: [tJ , t, ) + R2 x S3 be a smooth curve. We call y a uertical arc if 
j(t) E VC(y(t)) for each t E [t,, t,]. Suppose y(t) is a vertical arc with 
v(lt,3 t21) = S(@Y ?4,) E Sa(a and y(t2) E Sb(6) (See Definition 2.10). Let 
y(t) = (x(t), y(t)). Let y(t) = F-’ 0 y(t). From the properties of dF- ’ 
established above we have j7 is also a vertical arc and there are unique 
numbers t, < i, < i, < t, such that y[t, , t,] f~ S(6) = jj( (I,, i, 1). Further if 
y(r) = (X(t), y(t)), the condition that dF-’ expands vertical cones in the 
u2 direction implies that /x~(s,) - X2(x2)] > ](x2(s,) - x~(s,)] whenever 
s,, s2 E [tl, t2]. Define y- , = jr Ii,, t,]. Then y-, is a vertical arc with 
y- ,([i,, i,]) = j7n S(S). Define y, = F o y-, . Then y, is a subarc of y and the 
diameter of y, is less than or equal to three times the diameter of y-, since, 
M,> - h(iJ < 3 lx,(i,) - x2(i2)l B 3 I-f,(i,) - f2(fl)l 
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Continuing to define vertical arcs yPk = (F’ 0 Y-~+ ,) and yk = Fk 0 y-k. 
The images of the arcs y, , y2, 9.. are nested. Let ya denote the intersection of 
these images. F has the property that if F-k(p) E S(S) for each k then 
FMk(p) + (0,O) as k- co. Hence diameter yoj = 0 and y,, consists of a 
unique point. 
To define the function q(x,, y) specified in the conclusion of the theorem 
let y(t) = (x,, t, y) for -x, < t < x,. y(t) is a vertical arc so we define 
q(x, , y) = yrn. Clearly W(0) n y = ya, and hence W’(0) f? S(6) = 
{(XI 2 4(x, > Y), Y): 0 ,< XI < 61. 
To show that q(x, , y) is a Lipschitz function we observe that each vertical 
arc thru the point (xl, q(x,, JJ), y) intersects W(O) and hence, the graph 
of q in exactly one point. This implies that q is Lipschitz with Lipschitz 
constant 1. 
3.14. COROLLARY. The local stable and unstable manifolds of Z(0) with 
respect to the model vector field (2.2) are Lipschitz manifolds. (In particular 
this applies to Eqs. (1.19) and therefore the parabolic orbits in the planar 
3-body problem form Lipschitz manifolds.) 
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